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OSHA JOBSITE INSPECTIONS LIKELY TO INCREASE
Dive Brief:






U.S. Secretary of Labor Alexander Acosta told a House
Appropriations subcommittee last week that as soon
as a new crop of OSHA agents completes training,
he expects jobsite inspections to increase.
In a written statement to the House Labor, Health and
Human Services, Education and Related Agencies
Appropriations Subcommittee, Acosta said OSHA hired
76 new inspectors in the 2018 fiscal year and that it
would be anywhere from a year to three years before
they will be ready to conduct field inspections on their
own. Even so, he told subcommittee members that
OSHA had conducted 32,000 inspections each year in
2017 and 2018, an increase from 2016 figures.
President Donald Trump, he said, is requesting $557
Million for OSHA in his fiscal year 2020 budget
request, an increase from last year, which would pay
for additional staff, including 30 additional compliance
officers and five more whistleblower investigators.

DIVE INSIGHT:
Acosta also told subcommittee members that he was able
to take on new OSHA inspectors early in the Trump
administration by lifting the White House hiring freeze at
the agency.
When Trump first took office, the new administration
stopped what had become known as OSHA’s “shaming
press release” policy. These aggressive news bulletins took
construction employers to task publicly, using harsh
language and often accusing them of not caring about the
safety and health of their employees.
Instead, Trump’s OSHA sent out statements encouraging
contractors to seek the agency’s help in developing sound
safety policies before it started issuing relatively tame
press releases of its own.
But while the administration has avoided trying to
embarrass contractors with heavy-handed remarks, the
monetary penalties are as severe as ever.
In the first year of the Trump administration, OSHA
levied fines in excess of $1 million against two companies.
The agency proposed more than $1.5 million in penalties
for roofer Great White Construction in Jacksonville,

Florida, after inspectors cited the company repeatedly for
fall protection violations. OSHA also enrolled the company
in its Severe Violator Program, which subjects companies
to increased monitoring.
OSHA proposed another $1.5 million penalty in 2017 for
Atlantic Drain Service in Boston. Two Atlantic employees
were killed in late 2016 after a trench collapsed on them.
After the incident, a fire hydrant supply line broke and
flooded the space with water before the workers could
escape. The agency also cited Atlantic for 18 safety
violations related to the incident.
Kim Slowey, Construction Dive
Construction Dive is excited to introduce our project tracker
— an interactive tool to engage with some of the top projects
underway spanning mixed-use, commercial, infrastructure
and many more categories. We’ll keep you up-to-date with
our coverage of the latest project announcements, plotted on
their precise location on the map.
We hope that regional trends, market-based opportunities
and more will come to light and we welcome your tips and
feedback as the resource evolves.
https://www.constructiondive.com/news/mapping-highimpact-construction-across-the-us/551042/

CREATING A FALL PROTECTION PLAN
May 2, 2019
MCM Elegante Hotel
2330 W. Northwest Highway
Dallas, Texas 75220
Registration: 5:00 p.m.
Dinner & Presentation: 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
Members: $35
Non-Members: $45
Fatalities caused by falls from elevation continue to be a
leading cause of death for construction employees, accounting for 366 of the 971 construction fatalities recorded in
2017 (BLS data). Those deaths were preventable.
Attend this meeting to learn about the essential components
needed in your Fall Protection Safety Plan.

ITS THAT TIME AGAIN - NEW MASTER SUBCONTRACTS
issued in an updated form, and the contractor sends it out to
its subcontractors with friendly instructions to simply "sign it
and return it." Not so fast!

Sewall “Spike” Cutler
Park Central 7
12750 Merit Drive
Suite 1450
Dallas, Texas 75251
214.219.0800
It's that time again!
Many general contractors require subcontractors to execute
"Master Subcontract" or "Blanket Subcontract" agreements,
with terms and conditions intended to control for all projects
performed between that subcontractor and that general
contractor, with job-specific Work Orders issued for each
project.
There can be a real benefit to this approach - it is "one and
done" as far as reviewing the terms of the Subcontract, and
this simplifies paperwork for everyone.
On the other hand, it can be very easy to slip into the trap of
signing a very unfavorable Master Subcontract Agreement,
without recognizing the scale of risk being undertaken for
projects coming up down the road.
Many contractors will issue new Master Subcontracts
annually, or at the very least, they issue updated Master Subcontract periodically. Sometimes, the new Master
Subcontract is identical to its predecessor; other times, it is
profoundly different, and very rarely does the new Master
have terms which are more favorable to the subcontractor
than those which preceded.
The Flowers of Spring
One of the most common Subcontract families in the North
Texas area has just (and I mean, within the last week) been

Anytime you get a new Master Subcontract, remember
several things:
1. Just because it "looks like" the one that came before,
doesn't mean it is the same; they almost always change, and
almost always a lot;
2. When new subcontract come out, they are almost always
more harmful to the subcontractor than the ones which came
before; and
3. The contractor may hope you don't change it, but at the
same time, good general contractors know that quality subcontractors always read, review and negotiate the terms of
their subcontract agreements.
Trust-but Verify!
The great Ronald Reagan once said "trust, but verify," thus
expressing a principle we should all endorse - when you're
making a deal, it is no insult to diligently review the terms of
the deal, and make sure they meet with our mutual
expectations.
If you have just gotten a new Master Subcontract Agreement
(and I guarantee you – many of you either just did, or are
about to), don't simply assume it is the same, and don't just
sign - have it reviewed, and aggressively negotiate fair terms.
There is no better time than now, when everybody is on a
friendly basis, to get subcontract terms that are mutually
acceptable, and good general contractors know that just because their slick lawyer wrote a harsh subcontract doesn't
mean that their subcontractors should be expected to
tolerate such language.
Remember – you’re lending money, and lots of it, to the
general contractor. Do it right.

MARCH MEMBERSHIP MEETING RECAP
Matt Mooney with Corgan Associates gave an informative presentation on March 7 about How Subcontractors Sent Man to the
Moon. During the meeting, we heard a TCA Legislative Update from Spike Cutler, a Legal Minute from Brian Benitez, a Safety Minute from Morris Jett, and Lien Information was presented by Gary Ardis.

MEMBER SPOTLIGHT: MASTER CONSTRUCTION & ENGINEERING
This month’s Member Spotlight is Master Construction. Don
Weempe has attended SAM meetings for many years. You
may have met RW Smith, Casey Wright, and Ian Humphrey at
SAM events in the last year or so. Don is always eager to
attend SAM meetings, and Master Construction has become
an important sponsor for SAM. In fact, Master Construction is
the Parking Sponsor for this month’s seminar! Don has been
involved as one of SAM’s Directors in recent years, and we
appreciate his common sense approach to helping us run this
growing association. I have also come to know Jane Weempe
in working with Don. Together they are a strong force in the
construction industry. Together, they answered a few questions so that we can learn more about Master Construction.

What do you enjoy most about SAM? I enjoy meeting fellow
contractors and hearing their stories. SAM has benefited me
in many ways. The speakers and seminars are definitely informative.
What more would you like to get out of SAM? I would like to
continue meeting new subcontractors and gaining more business knowledge through our programs.

When was Master Construction & Engineering, Inc.
established? September, 1987
What work does Master Construction primarily focus on?
We primarily perform concrete & asphalt repair work, and
about 20% of our work is new construction. The vast majority
of our work is done in the Metroplex.
Do you have a type of job or industry you specialize in?
Most of our work is performed with property management
companies. General Contractors are the customer for our
new construction projects.
What are some projects you have completed? One of our
more interesting projects was installing a decommissioned jet
fighter upside down in a warehouse for the Dallas Contemporary. They called it “artwork.” We have also performed work
at Baylor Hospital, foundation repair at a historical African
American church in Downtown Dallas, and numerous concrete repair projects for the State Fair of Texas.
How did you get started in the construction industry? I was
a drilling engineer in Houstin in 1986. Oil went to $9.00 per
barrel, which led to their laying me off. I grew up in Dallas, so
Jane and I decided to move back there while I was looking for
a new job. I started doing odd work, some of which involved
concrete work, eventually leading to my starting my own
company.
What are some of your hobbies? Have you experienced any
interesting trips? I own a ranch in West Texas. It is a great
place to relax, hunt, shoot guns, ride motorcycles, and drink
whiskey. I am a member of the Dallas Gun Club where I shoot
sporting clays once a week. I like to ride motorcycles, and I
own a BMW.
I love to travel! I am headed to Uruguay this month to do
some bird hunting. In June, I will go to Zimbabwe to hunt
elephants. And then I will go to the UK over Thanksgiving to
do some pheasant hunting.
How long have you been involved with SAM? I have been
involved with SAM for about a decade.

Master Construction
& Engineering
201 W. Commerce Street
Dallas, Texas 75208
214.748.5611

Master Construction & Engineering served as
subcontractor on the East Plaza reflecting pool at AT&T
Stadium, home of the Dallas Cowboys. The project
included excavation, forming, and placing the concrete.

Send us news and pictures for the Punch List!
execdir@sam-dfw.org

A SAFE WORKPLACE IS SOUND BUSINESS
effective approach.

Morris Jett
OSHA Training & Consulting
Arlington, Texas
972.342.6263

OSHA has recently updated the Guidelines for Safety and
Health Programs it first released 30 years ago, to reflect
changes in the economy, workplaces, and evolving safety and
health issues. The new Recommended Practices have been
well received by a wide variety of stakeholders and are
designed to be used in a wide variety of small and mediumsized business settings. The Recommended Practices present
a step-by-step approach to implementing a safety and health
program, built around seven core elements that make up a
successful program.
The main goal of safety and health programs is to prevent
workplace injuries, illnesses, and deaths, as well as the
suffering and financial hardship these events can cause for
workers, their families, and employers. The recommended
practices use a proactive approach to managing workplace
safety and health. Traditional approaches are often reactive –
that is, problems are addressed only after a worker is injured
or becomes sick, a new standard or regulation is published, or
an outside inspection finds a problem that must be fixed.
These recommended practices recognize that finding and
fixing hazards before they cause injury or illness is a far more

The idea is to begin with a basic program and simple goals
and grow from there. If you focus on achieving goals, monitoring performance, and evaluating outcomes, your workplace can progress along the path to higher levels of safety
and health achievement.
Employers will find that implementing these recommended
practices also brings other benefits. Safety and health
programs help businesses:
▪ Prevent workplace injuries and illnesses
▪ Improve compliance with laws and regulations
▪ Reduce costs, including significant reductions in workers'
compensation premiums
▪ Engage workers
▪ Enhance their social responsibility goals
▪ Increase productivity and enhance overall business
operations

DID YOU MISS OUR OSHA 10 CLASS?
At SAM we believe that the best subcontractors are
those who make safety a priority in their companies.
We would like the opportunity to facilitate any training
class that your employees need - First Aid & CPR, OSHA
10 Certification, OSHA 30 Certification, and everything
in between.
Contact Carrie Edomm to schedule your training class.
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